Themes and Activities
 Week 1 ~ Soaring through the Solar System

Students have the opportunity to learn about and explore the planets in our solar
system as well as discuss essential space concepts such as gravity and orbit. Discuss
the relationship between the moon, sun and Earth.

 Week 2 ~ Interesting Insects

Students spend a week learning about the fundamental anatomy of insects as well
as different species of insect. Examine what insects can be found locally and discuss
insects found in other countries, but not in Japan.

 Week 3 ~ Deep Sea Exploration

Students have the chance to explore deep sea environments and learn all about the
creatures that inhabit them. Discuss why the ocean is important to people all over
and learn a bit about marine science.

 Week 4 ~ Camping and Survival

Students experience various activities outside as a simulation for surviving
outdoors. Learn how to find and prepare food or shelter as well as learn all sorts of
vocabulary and equipment for camping in different environments.

 Week 5 ~ Olympics and International Cooperation

Students learn briefly about the history of the Olympics and why sportsmanship and
teamwork are important. They will also have the chance to compete in several
games and activities resembling the Olympics so they may experience teamwork and
competitive cooperation first hand.

 Week 6 ~ Summer Festivals Around the Globe

Students travel around the world studying all about summer festivals in different
countries and how they are different or similar to local summer festivals here in
Japan. Create traditional crafts from different places and learn basic steps to
traditional dances to bring festivals from around the globe right here to the
classroom.

 Week 7 ~ Beautiful Blossoms

Students study not only different varieties of flowers but also the different parts of a
flower and their function in detail. Take a look at the organic processes of pollination
and photosynthesis while learning about the life cycles of flowers found both locally
in Japan and exotic flowers from around the world.

Weekly Routine English Exercises
Spelling words, sight words, handwriting, interactive verbal calendar practice,
American Sign Language, phonics songs and rhymes, story reading and more.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
*First thing every week there will be a detailed explanation about pool and water play
safety and rules so children can enjoy summer activities to the fullest during summer
school.
*PE Class every Monday from 1:00 to 1:40

